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It’s a fact that babies arrive on their own

schedule regardless of whether the parents, the

doctor—or the photographer—are ready. 

Last summer, Leslie Kitten, Cr.Photog., CPP, of

Savant Photography in Lubbock, Texas, hired

friend and fellow photographer Kathy Drake-

Dabbs, CPP, of Drake Design Photography, also

in Lubbock, to photograph the birth of her

third child. A week and a half past its due

date, the baby showed no signs of appearing,

so Kitten was scheduled for a labor induction

on Sept. 5. She arrived at the hospital early

that morning feeling strong labor pains, and

she texted Drake-Dabbs at 6:30 a.m. urging

her to meet her there ASAP. 

Having photographed the delivery of Kitten’s

second child, which came moments after

Kitten was told to expect several more hours of

labor, Drake-Dabbs realized she had to hurry.

“I knew Leslie had fast labors,” she says. “And

I knew she had chosen not to have an epidural,

which takes away some of the control.” She

rushed to hospital, arriving by 7:15. 

Thinking that Kitten’s labor would progress

for some time, her doctor returned to his nearby

office, and Drake-Dabbs set up camp in the

room with Kitten and Kitten’s husband. “We

were sitting and chatting, and it suddenly

became intense,” says Kitten, noting that what

she thought were contractions turned out to

be the baby moving through the birth canal. 

“When a third-time mother says ‘It’s com-

ing,’ she’s usually right,” says Drake-Dabbs,

who hastily paged the nurses. Within moments,

Kitten felt the urge to push. Drake-Dabbs 
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Very special Kathy Drake-Dabbs was at the hospital to work
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put down her camera, did a quick search to

find gloves, and barely had time to catch

baby Clara Ann in a surgical towel. Nurses

rushed to the room immediately because the

baby’s heart rate monitor fell silent when

she was delivered.

Fortunately for Kitten, there were no com-

plications. And Drake-Dabbs is no ordinary

birth photographer. Prior to launching her

photography business, she had spent 24 years

as a nurse, 16 of them working in labor and

delivery. Now 18 years into her second career,

Drake-Dabbs is naturally inclined toward mak-

ing images of babies. In addition to her studio

and location work, she volunteers her services

to Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep, a nonprofit

organization that provides the gift of photog-

raphy to parents suffering the loss of a baby.

When the nurses arrived at Kitten’s bed-

side to find that Clara had already arrived,

Drake-Dabbs was able to hand over the baby

and pick up her camera. In the midst of the

medical drama, of course, she hadn’t been able

to photograph the delivery. Kitten didn’t mind.

Visit Kathy Drake-Dabbs online at
kdrakephoto.com and Leslie Kitten 
at savantphotography.com.
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The Kitten children: Clara Ann (from left), 
Georgia June, and Ethan Lawrence


